
Frontier Fam 
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Origami



● Cut paper into square by folding and 
removing excess

TULIP 



● Fold from corner to corner

TULIP 



● Unfold and repeat with other corner

TULIP 



● Proceed to unfold

TULIP 



● Make sure that everything is still 
folded slightly inward, then take two of 
the sides across from each other and 
push them together, and then fold the 
halves down on top of each other to 
make a triangle sandwich

TULIP 



● This is what it should look like

TULIP 



● Take the bottom corner (left or right) 
and touch it to the point of the 
triangle. It should match up with the 
middle crease

TULIP 



● Repeat on other side then flip your 
triangle over

TULIP 



● Take the bottom corner (left or right) 
and touch it to the point of the 
triangle. It should match up with the 
middle crease

TULIP 



● You should now have a square

TULIP 



● Now we are going to fold the sides 
over. Take the front right piece (leave 
the back) and fold it to the left.

TULIP 



● Now take the back left piece, and fold 
it to the right. Your square should no 
longer have a crease down the middle.

TULIP 



● Find the part of the square that has the 
open edges.

TULIP 



● Now, on the top, fold one side slightly 
past the middle line (not too far)

TULIP 



● Repeat on the other side so the two 
sides overlap

● Open one side’s flap (the edge) and 
tuck the other side’s flap in

TULIP 



● Flip over the paper, and repeat. 
● Fold each edge slightly past the middle 

line, and tuck one flap into the other’s 
edge



● Squeeze sides out gently, and look at 
the bottom. You should see a small 
hole

TULIP 



● Put your mouth on the paper where the 
hole is, and blow into that to make the 
paper poof out

● If your sides came undone while 
poofing it out, just tuck them back in!

TULIP 



● Then, on the top you’ll see 4 strips. We 
are going to peel these back slowly. 
Your paper might become untucked 
again, just tuck it back.

TULIP 



● Grab another square piece of paper. 
We recommend using the same size 
you used for your flower.

STEM 



● Now, fold that paper diagonally and 
then unfold.

● Fold the top sides into the line (don’t 
go further than the middle line this 
time)

STEM 



● Now, fold in the sides on the bottom 
half

STEM 



● The bottom half that you just folded in, 
fold in those sides again



● Flip the paper over
● Fold the pointiest side up to meet the 

other point

STEM 



● Fold in half with the smaller side 
inward (big side is wrapping around it 
like a blanket)

STEM 



● Now, open that fold back up, and start 
peeling back the bigger side until 
about halfway down the small side

● Fold inwards again on the small side, 
with the bigger side folding around it

STEM 



● Now, stick this into the hole on the 
bottom of your tulip

● Your flower is complete

Complete
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